X	IMAGINARY  CONVERSATIONS
sense of man and his doom. There are, no doubt, greater writers than Landor, but it is certain that if we underrate his greatness" we shall never be able to appreciate theirs. He is, in that sense, a test of our own art, in life as well as in letters, and the extremer experiences of prose and (more usually) of poetry lie on the yonder side of his stately barrier.
He attributes an overheavy part of man's burden to the deliberate machinations of wicked men, mostly tyrants. He waj himself (as Ms first biographer, Forster, remarked) apt when he had power to become tyrannical—with the highest motives The motives of other tyrants did not seem to him nearly sc high. Where he had no power he was apt to become rebellious and in general the motives of all rebels seemed to him not onl\ high but exalted. But there is a tyranny of Life itself againsl which rebellion is futile and foolish. Against that tyranny there are but two defences—heroism and love. Landor knew of them both. He accepted life—at least, in literature—as he accepted literature itself, on the conditions which he understood them separately to impose. He understood Fate, and from the workings of Fate he could extract the last drop of sweetness.
The two dialogues of Aesop and Rhodope contain as exquisite examples of this as any ; balanced and restrained as the prose is, there are phrases which contain the passion of abandonment or dereliction. But the fullness of that passion is apt to be felt only by the fullness of adult knowledge ; no easy acquaintance with letters will fathom the depth of such a sentence as:. 'There is no name, with whatever emphasis of passionate love repeated, of which the echo is not faint at last/
This solemn music of a consciousness of death echoes down his prose and sometimes in unexpected places. To the obsequious Chancellor in Peter and Alexis is given one climax ; 'The hand of death ; the name of father ;' to Bossuet, in the not quite worthy presentation of the great bishop during his dialogue with the, Duchess de Fontanges: 'Duchess de Fontanges, think on this! Lady! so live as to think on it undisturbed/ For Death, to

